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SAMSON
UM1/Airline Series Combo System

ful when used with one of the available optional lavaliers.

 

MT-350  .........................................$69.95
AT-831  ....................................................$119.95

AZDEN
100LT

 

in any situation requiring a lightweight, compact and affordable multi-channel wireless lavalier.

#SAUMCU1
$55495

#AZ100LT
$33995

100HT  ............................................................................$348.95
100LTH  ........................$489.95

Portable Wireless Systems

AZDEN
320 Series UHF Wireless Systems

-

removable shoemount, and a pair of flexible, high-gain antennas.

320ULH  ......................CALL
320ULX  ....................$799.95
320ULT  ................................................$799.95
320UPR  ......................................................................................................................................... $499.95

SAMSON
UHF Micro 32

-

UM32HHQ7  ................................................$389.95
SWAX3 .........................................................$24.95

#SAUM32L350
$34995
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SENNHEISER
EW100ENG2A

SONY
UWP Portable Wireless Series

microphone is smaller and its sound quality, as well as the handheld mic’s has been improved. The redesigned 

SENNHEISER
EW500G2A

dependable 100 series. The 500 features the same metal construction, wide frequency range and 

UWP-V130  .....................$499.00
UWP-V142  .....................$499.00 
UWP-V630  ..$699.00 
UWP-V642  ..$699.00

POP-1  ........................................................$47.95
ZH100-ANT  ....................................................................$12.50
CL-100  ........................................................... $46.95

-

transmitter

#SEEW500ENG2*
$108995

LECTROSONICS
100 Series

-

separates audio signals into high- and low-frequency bands for better noise reduction, lower distortion, resulting in more accurate sound quality).

MC100XLR  ...........$22.50
MC100TRS  ...$6.95
Tram TR-79  ......................$167.95

#LE100LMK121Q

CALL for
Price

#SEEW100ENG2*
$69900

Portable Wireless Systems
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AZDEN
500LTS

-

LECTROSONICS
UCR401

-

several other top manufacturers.

AZDEN
300LT

51XT  ...................................................................... $199.95
51HT  ...................................................... $179.95
EPS12PC  ................................................................. $109.95

interference free operation and minimal dropout

30XT  ......................................................................................$199.95
EX505U  ...................................................................$39.95

#LE40121

CALL

#AZ500LTS
$63995

#AZ300LT
$46995

Portable Wireless Systems

LECTROSONICS
SR Dual-Channel Slot-Mount Receiver

designed to fit into the standard video slots found on most pro cameras. The two Digital Hybrid Wireless receivers housed 

choose for compatibility with their location. The unit provides unmatched clarity, durability, and reliability of transmission.

for professional cameras

mixed input feeds

#LESR*
$176800

manufacturer’s systems
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LECTROSONICS
UH400A

transmitter to operate in its native Digital Hybrid Wireless mode, or in several alternate modes 
that are compatible with analog receivers. A unique multi-voltage phantom power feature allows 

expanding its usefulness in high-end applications, such as motion picture production.

LECTROSONICS
400 Series

M150 omnidirectional lavalier microphone.

UH400  .............................Call

noise reduction circuitry
audio quality and extended operating range

#LE411AMM21

CALL for
Price

LECTROSONICS
VR Field

to deliver multi-transmitter operation from a single receiver master base. 

clear reception.

LECTROSONICS
SM

RM  remote control for SM series 
 .....................................................................................................CALL

SMB CUP optional belt clip points antenna up 
 ...............................................................................................CALL

SMB CDN optional belt clip points antenna down 
 ..............................................................................................CALL

panel

#LESM21

CALL

#LEUH40021

CALL

 
phantom power

#LEVRF2728

CALL

VRS  ........................ CALL
VRT  ....................... CALL

Portable Wireless Systems
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SONY
WRT-822B

has adequate power for moderate distances, but powers low enough to avoid IM-related problems in multi-chan-
nel systems. It will transmit a battery alarm to compatible tuners allowing easy remote monitoring of battery 

WRT822BM44  .......$884.95
WRT822BM77  ......$1034.95

#SOWRT822B*
$63995 

SONY
WRT-8B

is a highly stable, low-noise transmitter that provides superb audio quality. It can operate for up to 13 hours on two AA batteries, and 

#SOWRT8B*
$185000

ECM44BC  .................................................................................................. $99.95
ECM77BC  ...................................................................................$259.95
ECM88BC  .................................................................$339.95

SONY
WRT-8P

-

SONY
WRR-861B

frequency group, giving you an extremely wide variety of transmitters to choose from. Diversity operation ensures 
the strongest signal possible, and the built-in battery alarm starts flashing approximately one hour before the bat-
tery is exhausted.

#SOWRR861B*
$142000

#SOWRT8P*
$79500

Portable Wireless Systems
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AZDEN
200ULT
There are countless situations where the ability to mic two subjects simultaneously would be the perfect 

comes with its own hot-shoe mount for convenient and secure camera mounting.

AZDEN
1000 Series

 

in transmitter round out the set.

1000URX  .................................................................................... $539.95
1000URX/ AB  ..... $599.95
1000URX/ Si  

 .....................................................................................................................................$863.95
1000URX/ VM  ...................... $774.95
1000BT  .................................................................................................................. $229.95
1000XT  .................................................................................................................... $229.95

200ULX  ........ $599.95
200ULH  ...... $599.95

#AZ200ULT
$58750

SONY
WRR-862B

-

camcorders. It may be used as a redundant single-channel system for critical situations.

#SOWRR862B*
$350000

AUDIO-TECHNICA
1800 Series

system has proven to be a well accepted and dependable performer. With more and 
more videographers requesting the ability to use two wireless microphones without 

-

independent monitor and output level 
-

ered down for battery conservation
-

-
tures phantom power

ATW-1821D Kit includes  .........$1295.00
ATW-1822D Kit includes  ............................................................................ $1295.00
ATW-1823D Kit includes  .. $1295.00

Portable Wireless Systems
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ENG AUDIO KITS
Complete Solutions for Field Audio Production

them for your ideal booming, wireless, and mixing solutions.

#SEME66BK
$74995

RODE
NTG-2
Basic Shotgun Kit

Kit Includes:

aluminum boom-

softie ($110), 

cable with right-angle female 

with right-angle female connector.

NTG1 Basic Kit  ...................................................$559.95

#RONTG2BK
$57995

SENNHEISER
MKH-416
Deluxe Shotgun Kit

Kit Includes:

shotgun micro-

mount, 

carbon fi ber boom-

angle female connector.

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT-897
Basic Shotgun Kit

Kit Includes:

microphone, 

aluminum 
boompole, 

right-angle female connector.

#AUAT897BK
$59995

#SEMKH416DK
$169995

SENNHEISER
ME66/K6
Basic Shotgun Kit

Kit Includes:

aluminum boompole, 

right-angle female 

ME66/K6 Deluxe Kit- 
 ..... $969.95

ENG Kits
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SOUND DEVICES
302
Deluxe Field Mixer Kit

Kit Includes:
 

3-channel mixer, 
 

-
sional Audio 

 
(3) AA batteries.

442 ENG/EFP Deluxe Field Mixer Kit ..... $2994.95

SENNHEISER
EW100 G2
Single Basic Wireless ENG Kit

Kit Includes:

-

-
held interview microphone, 

EW100 G2 Deluxe Kit-  
 .......................................................................$989.95

#SEEW100EB*K
$77995

SENNHEISER
EW100 G2
Dual Deluxe Wireless ENG Kit

Kit Includes:

microphone system 

-

-

EW100 G2 Dual Basic Kit #  ....................... $1249.95

#SEEW100DD*K
$167995

SONY
UWP
ENG Deluxe Wireless Kit

Kit Includes:

diversity portable 
camera-mount-

wireless lavalier 
microphone 

transmitter, Sony 
-

UWP Series ENG Dual Deluxe Kit  ..$1599.95

#SOUWPED6*K
$98995

#SO302DK
$173900

PSC
DV PROMIX 6
ENG/EFP Deluxe Field Mixer Kit

Kit Includes:

deluxe wireless 

audio mixer 

-
sional field 
audio harness, 

-

#PSDVPM6DK
$177995

AUDIO-TECHNICA
ATW-1821D
Deluxe Wireless Kit

Kit Includes: 
-

-
mitters, ATW-

Transmitter, 

Microphones, professional 

rugged storage case

#AUATW1821DDK
$179900

ENG Kits
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SHURE
UHF-R Series w/KSM9
Featuring patented Audio Reference Companding, the 
UHF-R Wireless System is engineered for uncompromised 
large-scale touring and fixed-install sound applications. 
Shure’s Advance Track Tuning provides superior filtering of 
all 2400 available frequencies, maximizing signal isolation 
from interference. Integrated Wireless Workbench software 
with Ethernet and USB compatibility gives users advanced, real-time control and flexible monitoring of up to 108 systems. The UR4S single-channel 
and UR4D dual-channel receivers are matched perfectly with a variety of high-quality Shure transmitters.

The KSM9 dual-diaphragm condenser microphone is the premier choice for world-class touring sound. Designed to reveal every detail of the 
most critical sound applications effortlessly, the UHF-R Series offers switchable cardioid and super-cardioid polar patterns and an advanced 
two-stage shock-mount suspension.

UR24SKSM  .................................................................................................... $3679.00
UR24SSM58  ................................................................................................ $2659.00
UR124S87  ............................................................................. $3829.00
UR14D  ................................................................................................... $4419.00

#SHUR24SKSMBL
$367900

SHURE
ULX-Series
Ideal for working musicians and professional sound installers, this UHF system provides 
over 1400 selectable, pre-programmed frequencies, multiple system configurations 
and reliable operation and setup with a 300-foot transmission range. Both available 

in multiple-frequency sets. A large assortment of high-quality Shure transmitters are 
available for use with the system, all of which utilize Shure’s Automatic Frequency 
Selection, providing the quickest path to the clearest, RF-free channels.

 

ULXS14J1  ......................................................................................... $629.00
ULXS1493J1 ................................................................................ $689.00
ULXS2458J1  ...................................................................................... $689.00
ULXS1430J1  ...............................................................................$729.00

Available Transmitters (available in multiple frequencies)
ULX2Beta87A  .......................................................................................... $389.00
ULX2Beta87C  .................................................................................................... $389.00
ULXBeta58  ...............................................................................................................................$319.00
ULX287  ......................................................................................................................... $389.00
ULX286  ..........................................................................................................................$319.00
ULX258  ...........................................................................................................................................$269.00
WA610  ..................................................................................................................................................$82.95
WL93  .....................................................................................................$69.95
WH20TQG  ............................................................................................$79.50

Wireless Microphones
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SHURE
SLX-Series
Working bands, theater groups, and presenters who need reliable wireless perfor-

diversity technology is designed to improve reception, minimize dropouts, and operate 
at distances of up to 300 feet. Users can operate up to 20 simultaneous systems that 
can be configured over 960 different frequency bands. Multiple systems integrate eas-
ily into reception halls, institutions and houses of worship.

SLX14  ............................................................................................................$559.00
SLX1493  ............................................................................................................. $599.00
SLX2458  ........................................................................................................................ $599.00
SLXWH30  ......................................................................................................... $659.00

Available Transmitters (available in multiple frequencies)
SLX2Beta87C  ...................................................................................................................$297.95
SLX2Beta87A  ...........................................................................................................$297.95
SLX2Beta58  ........................................................................................................................................ $222.50
SLX2SM86  .............................................................................................................................................. $222.50
SLX2SM58  .................................................................................................................................................$192.50
WL93  ...............................................................................................................$69.95
WH20TQG  ........................................................................................................$79.50

SHURE
PGX-Series

-

Companding, and more. Synchronize transmitter and receiver frequencies easily with one 

90 frequencies are available for guitars, instruments, and vocals.

PGX14H6  ......................................................................................... $449.00
PGX24PG58L5  ................................................................................................$379.00
PGX1493J6  ..............................................................................................$419.00
PGX14PG30J  .............................................................................................. $429.00

Available Transmitters (available in multiple frequencies)
PGX2Beta58 .....................................................................................................................$219.95
PGX2SM86  ...............................................................................................................$213.50
PGX24SM58  ..............................................................................................................................$169.95
PGX24PG58  ...............................................................................................................................$153.50
WL93  .....................................................................................................$69.95
WH20TQG  ..............................................................................................$79.50

Wireless Microphones
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SHURE
Performance Gear Series - Dual

wireless UHF system with 8 selectable 

dual-receiver chassis and a pair of 
-

 
The system features dual simulta-
neous operation on independent 
frequencies, tabletop or rackmount 
receiver design, and twin-antenna 
diversity reception for minimized RF 
dropout and interference. The system is a good choice for school, karaoke, 
club-date, and presentation applications.

#SHPG288PG58M
$54900

AUDIO-TECHNICA
2000 Series

Featuring the handheld ATW-T220 cardioid microphone, the ATW-2120 is a true 
diversity UHF wireless system that provides the features and sound quality of units 
costing much more. With a single button press, the ATW-2100 receiver automatically 
scans the frequencies, searching for the best available channel. Any of its 10 channels 
may be used together, eliminating confusing frequency groups and other frequency 
coordination problems. The metal, half-rack receiver features soft-touch controls and 

#AUATW2120
$34900

AUDIO-TECHNICA
3000 Series

 
per band and the Artist Elite AE4100 cardioid dynamic element. Its true diversity 
system auto-selects the cleanest frequency from both channels and provides 

 
systems may be used simultaneously for a total of 32 systems across 
two bands.

 
battery-life fuel gauge

ATW-3110  .................................................................................................... $399.00

#AUATW3141AD
$49900

ATW-2110  
 ......................................................................................................$299.00

 
compatible for use with multiple systems

interference

ground-lift switch for hum elimination

instruments or mic line inputs

SHURE
Performance Gear Series - Single

system offers low-cost 
frequency-agile wire-
less microphone 
technology with 
a dual-antenna 

-

diversity reception and rackmount capability, and the transmitter capsule is 
an industry-standard stage vocal microphone. The system is a fine solution 
for stage, club-date, school, and presentation applications.

#SHPG24PG58M7
$29900

Wireless Microphones
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SONY
UWP-S Series

system to the budget-conscious user. It utilizes its Space Diversity design 
over 188 selectable UHF frequencies to stabilize reception by selecting the 
strongest incoming signal. With 188 selectable UHF frequencies, Sony’s 
unidirectional dynamic handheld microphone transmitter, and easy-to-

# SOUWPS266
$49995

AUDIO-TECHNICA
4000 Series
The AEW-4240 is a premium handheld UHF wireless system from the 4000 
series. It combines a true diversity AEW-4110 receiver with the AEW-T4100 
dynamic cardioid microphone. 200 clear, reliable channels are available 
utilizing IntelliScan, a feature that automatically finds the best available 
frequencies on all linked receivers. Audio quality is optimized by providing 

-
ing RF interference while handling high and low frequencies independently.

#AUAEW4240D
$82900

ATW-4110  ................................................................................................$769.00

-

screen providing frequency, channel, battery, and signal status

-
quencies on all linked receivers

188 selectable synthesized UHF 
frequencies

minimal interference and dropout

output power

frequency information, battery 
life, and usage time

 
eliminates signal dropout of mic and line-level signals

AUDIO-TECHNICA
5000 Series

systems offer professional sound, diversity reception, and 
200 user-selectable frequencies for use in theaters, houses 

rack mount dual-receiver and a pair of AEW T-6100 handheld 
transmitters with tight hypercardioid capsules, the system 

and Intelliscan frequency autosearch for optimal reception.

#AUAEW5266D
$239900

Wireless Microphones
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ELECTRO VOICE
RE-2 Series

-

to-use automatic ClearScan function. The system comes equipped 
-

ment and ergonomically designed HTU-2 handheld transmitter.

APD4+  ............................................................................................................................... $399.00
LPA500  .................................................................................................$239.00
RMS  ..................................................................................................................................................................$40.50

TELEX
FMR-1000 UHF
The FMR-1000 series from Telex is a professional UHF diversity wireless system capable of 

ClearScan makes system setup simple with automatic group and channel selec-

operation, RF and audio level meters, and custom label space. Both handheld and 
bodypack systems are available.

FMR-1000  .............................................................................$1179.00
FMR-1000  ...........................................................................................$1129.00

##ELRE2N7A
$49400

AKG

WMS40
-

stage, club, and presentation work.

microphone system

pick-up pattern

transmitters

#AKW40PDHH54
$34900

Wireless Microphones
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SENNHEISER
G2-100 Series

attractive price. The system features 1,140 selectable UHF frequencies, pilot-tone squelch, auto-scan-

SK100G2A  ................... $227.50
ME2  ...................................... $129.95
ME4  ................................................. $129.95
ZH100-ANT  ............................................................. $12.50
NB2  ................................................ $59.95
A1031-U  ........................... $139.95
ASP2/NT1  ......................................$483.50
AB2  .............................................................................. $183.50
GA2  ...............................$67.95

SENNHEISER
G2-300 Series

powerful, this system gives users 8 switchable presets which are reprogrammable to any of the 1440 
available frequencies, peak-hold level, and battery meter status indicators. 

EW335G2  .....................$879.00
EW322G2  .............$879.00
EW372G2  ......................................................$849.00

#SEEW365G2A
$99900

#SEEW135G2A
$54999

AUDIO TECHNICA
700 Series Freeway

handheld wireless microphone system with 8 selectable 
frequencies and dropout-free diversity operation for the 

and a 10-hr. battery life. The system is an excellent 
low-cost solution for presentation, classroom, and 
small club wireless microphone requirements.

 
for transmitters

#AUATW702
$24995

Wireless Microphones
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LECTROSONICS
Venue Receiver System

-

Hybrid Receiver that works with Digital Hybrid and various analog wireless 

sends a 24-bit data stream via an FM wireless link, and decodes it at the receiver. This compander-free operation produces impressive, high-quality 
results never before achieved in professional performance applications.

#LEVRM2122

CALL

transmitters

X2 DIGITAL WIRELESS SYSTEMS
XD Series
Designed specifically for instrument applications, this 24-bit digital 
system delivers your tone and performance with the sound and feel of a 

 
proprietary digital technology provides superior fidelity as well as 

designed to perform as clean as a cable by eliminating many of the 

IC’s that can squash your tone and prevent the true sound of your instru-
ment from ringing through.

AMT
Roam 1 Elite
Ideal for brass, woodwinds and strings, the Roam 1 Elite is a high-quality universal UHF instrument 
microphone system that combines an AMT cardioid condenser microphone, its 4-point isolation ring 
shock-mount, and a Samson wireless system complete with transmitter and receiver. Its contoured 
frequency response and mounting system delivers a clean, accurate response while minimizing 

#X2XDS95
$29999

#AMR1EU6
$58900

your exact performance

squash your sound

your guitar case

AKG
WMS 450 Vocal Set

diversity reception, 12 preset channels per 1200 carrier frequencies, and a cardioid 
-

transmitter capsule offers excellent detailing and high output level. The system is 
an excellent mid-priced professional presentation and lecture wireless solution.

#AK450HHSC51
$64900

Wireless Microphones
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AUDIO TECHNICA
Freeway 200 Series
The Freeway 200 wireless series represents a great balance between 

systems deliver clear natural sound quality, easy setup, and reliable 
transmission. Each system includes a dual antenna receiver and either 

specifi c crystal controlled frequency. With no channels to set or menus 
to scroll through, this system is both quick and easy to work with and its 
compact size saves space when mounting multiple systems.

ELECTRO VOICE
REV Series

ability to support up to 16 simultaneous systems with fac-
tory settings or up to 44 systems with custom groups. The 
advanced ClearScan automatic group and channel selec-
tion feature allows quick, simple setup and each receiver’s 

transmitter battery status, diversity operation, RF, and au-
dio level with space to spare for a custom name. Comfort-
able handheld and lightweight beltpack transmitters both 

SAMSON
Concert/Airline Combination System
These single channel UHF systems combine the full sized Samson Concert Series 
base receivers with the compact line of Airline transmitters to create packages 
that perform exceptionally well at a fantastic price. Airline transmitters operate 
on inexpensive and lightweight AAA’s that offer 14 hours operation on a single 

controls for both level and squelch. 

SAAL77HH* handheld system .............................................................$259.00
SAAL77PQL* lavalier system ............................................................... $319.00

Wireless Microphones

AUATW252T* handheld system ..................................................$99.95
AUATW251LT* lavalier system ..................................................$124.95

AUATW251H* headset system ..................................................$144.95
AUATW251G* instrument system ................................................$99.95

ELREVS* single rackmount receiver ................................................................... $1,359.00
ELREVD* dual rackmount receiver .................................................................... $1,699.00
ELREVPHD9*  ...................$469.00
ELREVPHD7*  ...................$439.00
ELREVPHC5*  .....................$469.00
ELREVPHC4* .....................$469.00
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SHURE
PSM-700 System
Engineered with a functional feature set that addresses the needs of demanding touring 

provides clean, detailed sound reproduction and outstanding performance. Equipped with 

any live performance situation. 

SENNHEISER
Evolution G2-300 Series

-
less stereo in-ear monitor system with 1,140 user-selectable UHF frequencies, automatic 

level of on-stage monitoring, the frequency-agile, ruggedly-constructed 300IEM system is 
an ideal choice for reliable wireless performance.

TELEX
SoundMate SM-2 Base Transmitter System
Featuring intuitive controls, seamless system integration, and low-noise high-output operation, the Telex 

facilities, and environments where ambient noise and poor room acoustics compromise speech intelligibility. The 

SHURE
PSM-200 System

-
ing musician. Its unique analog hybrid bodypack receiver, eight selectable UHF frequencies, and 
auto scanning function ensure users will always have the best available channel at any perfor-
mance venue.

#SHP2TRE2
$59900

#SHP7TRE3L2
$199900

#SEEW300IEM2A
$94900

#TESM2A
$74500

sound systems, mixers, and dynamic microphones SR-400 receiver provides clearer, more dynamic audio

HED-3  ..$58.50 PST170  ..$429.00 DEB2  ...$12.95

In-Ear Wireless Monitoring Systems
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SHURE
PSM 400 System

wedges and lets you experience clear sound at a moderate volume level. At the center of the 

and selectable frequencies let you choose an open channel in interference prone situations. The 

quick and intuitive adjustment while on stage. E3 earphones round things out with several in-
terchangeable insert sizes and styles for a custom fit that maximizes both isolation and comfort.

ANCHOR-AUDIO
ALB-40
Anchor’s reputation in the world of portable public address is unprecedented, and their 
assistive listening packages deliver the same dependable performance in systems that are 
both versatile and durable. They feature lightweight in-ear headphones, a range of up to 300 
feet and the ability to support an unlimited number of users. It is ideal for houses of worship, 
theaters, cinemas, auditoriums, classrooms or any situation where people need to better 
understand speech, music, or other sounds during a presentation or performance.

GALAXY AUDIO
AS-1000
With 64 user selectable UHF frequencies to choose from, the Any Spot is a wireless personal monitor 
system that is effective at eliminating stage noise and allows the user to move freely in the performance 
space while continuing to hear. This cost-competitive system sports easily accessible front panel controls 
and features a diversity receiver with Auto-Mute which prevents intermittent static from going to the 
performer’s ears. Simply plug a monitor out jack from your mixing console into the AS-1000, create a 
desirable mix and it’s ready to deliver quality sound.

AUDIO TECHNICA
M2/M3
The M2 and M3 wireless in-ear monitor systems deliver high fidelity sound 
for stage performers who are looking for a clean, articulate stage mix at a 

mix of two independent signals at the receiver giving you independent level 
control without having to signal the monitor engineer while performing. 
The M3 gives you 1,321 selectable UHF channels with automatic frequency 

-
tachable receiver antenna. Alternatively, the M2 operates with 100 select-

foam tip (3 sizes)

#AUM2IEMS  ................. $599.00 #AUM3IEMS  ................. $799.00

on receiver

#SHP4TRE3
$79900

mono and stereo

#GAAS1000
$39999

#ANALB40
$69999

ANALD40 Deluxe system includes handheld wireless microphone ......................$1,139.99
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SHURE
PGX Series
Basic Wireless Lavalier and Handheld Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:

-
held Microphone Transmitter, 

AC Charger with 4 Rechargeable 

 
-

phone Holder (Black), (2) 1400 
Series Replacement Windscreens

#SHPGX14BCHK1,  #SHPGX14BCJK1,
#SHPGX14BCHK2,  #SHPGX14BCJK2

Wireless Microphone Kits

SHURE
PGX Series
Basic Wireless Handheld Microphone Kit

Kit Includes:

Microphone System, 

Rapid AC Charger 
with 4 Rechargeable 

Foam Windscreen, 

Microphone Holder 
(Black)

#SHPGX24BHK,  #SHPGX24BJK

SHURE
PGX Series
Basic Wireless Lavalier Microphone Kit 

Kit Includes:

Microphone System, 

Charger with 4 Recharge-

Holder (Black), (2) 1400 
Series Replacement 
Windscreens

#SHPGX14BHK1,  #SHPGX14BJK2

SHURE
PGX Series
Basic Wireless Handheld and Lavalier Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:

-

-

Rapid AC Charger with 4 Recharge-
-

Holder (Black), (2) 1400 Series 
Replacement Windscreens

#SHPGX24BCHK,  #SHPGX24BCJK

SHURE
PGX Series
Dual Wireless Lavalier and Handheld Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:
-

Diversity Wireless Micro-
-

less Handheld Microphone 

-
phone Holder (Black)

#SHPGX14BDCH2, #SHPGX14BDCH1

SHURE
PGX Series
Dual Wireless Handheld and Lavalier Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:
-

-

Rapid AC Charger with 4 Recharge-

(Black), (2) 1400 Series Replacement 
Windscreens

#SHPGX24BDCH1,  #SHPGX24BDCH2

$39995

$69995

$106995

$42995

$66495

$97495
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SHURE
PG Series
Wireless Hand Held Basic Kit

Kit Includes:

Microphone System, 

Rapid AC Charger 
with 4 Rechargeable 

Windscreens

#SHPG24BHK,  #SHPG24BKK,  #SHPG24BMK

SHURE
PG Series
Basic Wireless Lavalier and Handheld Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:

-

Rapid AC Charger with 4 

Clip Microphone Holder (Black), 

Holder (Black), (2) 1400 Series 
Replacement Windscreens

#SHPG14BCKK,  #SHPG14BCMK,  #SHPG14BCHK

SHURE
PG Series
Basic Wireless Lavalier Microphone Kit

Kit Includes:

-

Rapid AC Charger with 

-

Clip Microphone Holder 
(Black), (2) 1400 Series 
Replacement Wind-
screens

#SHPG14BHK,  #SHPG14BKK,  #SHPG14BMK

SHURE
PG Series
Basic Wireless Handheld Microphone and Lavalier Combo Kit

Kit Includes:

-

Charger with 4 Rechargeable 

Holder (Black), (2) 1400 Series 
Replacement Windscreens

#SHPG24BCHK,  #SHPG24BCKK,  #SHPG24BCMK

SHURE
PG Series
Dual Wireless Handheld Microphone and Lavalier Combo Kit

Kit Includes:
-

-

Rapid AC Charger with 

-

Microphone Holder (Black)

#SHPG24BDCHK, #SHPG24BDCKK, #SHPG24BDCMK

SHURE
PG Series
Dual Wireless Lavalier and Handheld Microphone Combo Kit

Kit Includes:

-

 
Clip Microphone Holder (Black),  

Holder (Black), (2) 1400 Series 
Replacement Windscreens

#SHPG14BDCHK,  #SHPG14BDCKK,  #SHPG14BDCMK

$33995

$47995

$62995

$34495

$48495

$79995
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SHURE
SLX/ULX Series
The UA844 is a UHF antenna  
distribution system that allows the 
expansion of wireless microphone 
systems by splitting one pair of 
antennas to multiple receivers. A 
single UA844 system can support 
up to four wireless receivers.

UA844US  ......................................$344.95
UA440  ...........................................................................$94.50
UA820C UA820D  ........ $37.95
PA805WB  .................................................$209.95
UA870WB  ..................................................$239.95
UA221  ........................................................................................ $119.95
UA830WB  ...........................................................$139.95
UA507  ............................................................................$29.95

SHURE

UHF/UHF-R Series

allows up to four wireless receivers to use the same two antennas, and the cascade ports allow 

signal to the receivers. Compatible with all Shure wireless microphone receivers operating within a 
compatible frequency range.

UA845-US  ..........................................$719.95
UA820A UA820B  
UA820C UA820D  ...$37.95
PA805WB  ..................................... $209.95
UA870WB  ................................. $239.95
UA830WB  .............................................$139.95

AUDIO TECHNICA
4000/5000 Series
The AEWDA660D is a UHF active 
unity-gain antenna distribution 

out RF channels, and connects 
a pair of antennas to as many as four diversity receivers. A cascade output is provided as a 
directional coupler, and an  AC pass-through allows daisy-chain AC hookup.

AEW-DA660D  .......................................$569.95
ATW-A49  ..........................$252.50
ATW-A64P  ...............................$534.50
AT8628A  .................................................. $18.95
ATWBH1  .................................................... $29.95
AC12  ............................................................................................ $19.95
AC25  .............................................................................................$67.50
AC100  ....................................................................................$202.95

Wireless Antennas & Antenna Distribution
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ELECTRO-VOICE
RE-2 Series

 
diversity microphone receivers on four separate frequencies using only two antennas.  
It also provides a high degree of output isolation, a necessity in multi-frequency  
systems to prevent intermodulation.

APD4+  ..................................$399.00
LPA 500  ..........................................................................$239.00
ANU-14  ...................................................$34.95
FA-500  ........................................................................ $49.00
CLA-1 CLA-2  
CLA-3 CLA-4  
CLA-5 CLA-6  
CLA-8  ............................................... $81.00
UAA-500  ....................................................................$109.00
RM-D  ................................................................... $49.50
AB-2  ........................................................... $52.00

SENNHEISER
Evolution Wireless

ASP2  ..........................................................$448.95
S54378  .................................................$18.50
S72817  ..................................................$12.50
A1031-U  ................................ $139.95
A2003-UHF  ............................. $266.50
AB2-A  .................................................................................... $183.50
AB2-B  ..................................................................................... $183.50
AB2-C  ..................................................................................... $183.50
AM2  ............................................................................................. $64.95
GA2  ...............................................................................$67.95

AKG
WMS 4000 Series

for setting up UHF multichannel 
systems with up to four SR 4000 

splitter. It features two rear panel 
antenna inputs for connecting ei-
ther SRA 1 passive antennas or SRA 
2B or RA 4000 B active antennas 
with built-in boosters.

PS 4000  ...............................................................$338.95
RA4000 B  ..................... $129.95
SRA1  .............................................$214.50
AB4000  ..................................................................... $176.50
ZAPD-21  ......................................................................$108.50
ASU 4000  ................................................................................ $166.95

Wireless Antennas & Antenna Distribution
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SHURE
HA-8089

transmitters, and antenna distribution systems for wireless mic and in-ear monitor systems. The 
additional 14 dBi of gain and wider beamwidth the HA-8089 provides results in a longer operat-
ing range for your systems, while depleting the likelihood of unwanted interference.

SENNHEISER
Wireless Antenna and Power Distribution Splitter Kits

#SHHA8089
$44995

ANTENNA KITS
These antenna kits are designed to eliminate the confusion involved in purchasing individual wireless compo-
nents, offering the customer an expertly chosen out-of-the-box solution for multi-system wireless setups. The 
kits basically eliminate the forest of antennas associated with multiple receiver groups, and the single power 
distributor concept frees up electric outlets for other gear while powering multiple wireless systems. The result 
is cleaner reception and power, easier multi-system setup, and a completely professional appearance for either 
stage or installation applications.

come in two varieties, one for front-mounting the antennas on a rack, the other for remotely mounting its omni-directional antennas. The kits are 
available in each of the A, B, and C frequency ranges.

 Front Mounted Splitter Kit for 4 Sennheiser G2 Systems

A frequency  .................................................................................................$897.95
B frequency  ..................................................................................................$897.95
C frequency ..................................................................................................$897.95

Remote Antenna Splitter for 4 Sennheiser G2 Systems

A frequency  ....................................................................................................................... $1139.95
B frequency  ........................................................................................................................ $1139.95
C frequency  ........................................................................................................................ $1139.95

 
Front Mounted Splitter Kit for 8 Sennheiser G2 Systems

A frequency  ............................................................................................................. $1399.95
B frequency  .............................................................................................................. $1399.95
C frequency  .............................................................................................................. $1399.95

 
Remote Antenna Splitter for 8 Sennheiser G2 Systems

A frequency  ........................................................................................................................$1642.50
B frequency  .........................................................................................................................$1642.50
C frequency  ........................................................................................................................$1642.50
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PSC
RF Antenna Distribution Amplifiers

run for 20 hours on two 9 volt batteries or run on AC power. If you need more flexible routing options and wide band capability, the RF Multi Dual 1 

RF MultiMax!  .................................................................................................. $1895.25
RF Multi Dual 1 x 8  ....................................................................$997.50
RF Multi  ...........................................................................................$460.75

SHURE
Wireless Antenna and Power Distribution Kits from B&H

-

systems at the same time in one location. They also consolidate the number of antennas needed and eliminate most of the power cords.

SUADP4 Complete Antenna and Distribution 
 

 ....................................... $959.95

SUADP7 Complete Antenna and Distribution 
 

 ..................................... $1299.95

SUADP10 Complete Antenna and Distribu-

 ................................... $1649.95

exclusive kits for Audio Technica 2000 and 3000 series systems. These kits greatly improve the efficiency and reliability of using multiple wireless micro-
phone systems at the same time in one location. They also consolidate the number of antennas needed and eliminate most of the power cords.

23ADP4 Complete Antenna and Distribution 

 ...................................... $744.95

23ADP7 Complete Antenna and Distribution 

 .................................... $1049.95

23ADP10 Complete Antenna and Distribu-

 ....................$1364.95

AUDIO TECHNICA
Wireless Antenna and Power Distribution Kits for 2000/3000 Series Systems

1x ATW-DA49
2x ATW-A49

2x ATW-DA49
2x ATW-A49

3x ATW-DA49
2x ATW-A49

for up to 4 Systems for up to 10 Systems
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AZDEN
IR-WS
The IR-WS is a complete dual-channel infra-red classroom communications and monitoring system.The 

providing localized, line-of-sight wireless communication in the classroom or at the offi ce, allowing for 
freedom of movement and clear, complete coverage of the class or audience.

AZDEN
IR-CS
The IR-CS is a complete 2-channel infra-red  wireless 
classroom communications and monitoring system. The 

Infra-red technology is an inexpensive method of providing 
localized wireless communication in the classroom, allowing 
for freedom of movement, complete class coverage, and 
more dynamic teacher-to-pupil interaction.

 #AZIRWS
$92395

 #AZIRCS
$100795

CALIFONE
CLS721-4

system designed for classroom applications such as foreign language instruc-

color-coded wireless headphone receivers, an AC adapter, and a 6’ audio cable 
connecting the transmitter to either a computer, multi-media player, or a televi-
sion monitor. The system offers an effective transmission range of over 100’.

 #CACLS7214
$14995

classroom or presentation room use

transmitters

for optimal classroom coverage

or presentation room use

Shown with optional cassette 
player and headphone rack

CLS725-4  .......$149.95
CLS729-4  .....$149.95
CLS721  .....$49.95
CLS725  .......$49.95
CLS729  .....$49.95

phone instructional 
listening system

range

larger groups by adding 
additional headphones

coded according to as-

input from virtually any 
audio source

In
fr

a
R

e
d

   
In

 t
h

e 
cl

as
sr

o
o

m Infra-red Wireless Systems for the Classroom
Infra-red wireless microphone technology has become an inexpensive and invaluable tool for use in classroom commu-
nications. Standard RF communications channels are saturated with cell phone, radio, television and emergency wireless 

interference because it’s in a completely different frequency range. IR wireless is by defi nition short-range, line-of-sight 
(think of your television or hi-fi  IR remote) and doesn’t penetrate walls – a perfect match for the classroom situation. In a 
school it is possible to operate multiple systems in adjacent classrooms without interference, and with dual-microphone 
wireless systems the soft-spoken kid in the back with a question can fi nally be heard clearly, the fi rst time he asks.
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ANCHOR AUDIO
TOUR-60
The TOUR-60 is a full six-user wireless tour guide system.  It consists of a 
WB-6000 wireless beltpack transmitter paired with an HBM-60 headset 

stable audio transmissions.  Each of the beltpacks runs on two AA batteries.  
The system offers a transmission range of up to 300’, so listeners can wander 
away from a guide and still be able to hear everything.  The headset has a 
cardioid microphone with a flexible boom arm for precise positioning.

WILLIAMS SOUND
PFM300/350 Series
Ideal for use in classrooms, lecture halls, and more, 

receivers provide high-quality audio in a compact 
and rugged design.  The portable beltpack radio 

-
ate for up to 60 hours on standard AA batteries.  

headphone jack, which allows you to use any set of 
headphones or earphones, an induction neckloop, 
or most T-coil equipped hearing aids.

PFM300 [E]  ............... $542.00
PFM300 [G]  .............. $542.00
PFM350 [E]  ............... $585.00
PFM350 [G]  .............. $585.00

WILLIAMS SOUND
WIR238
The WIR238 is a perfect solution for wirelessly listening to your 

and a stethoset receiver.  Simply connect the transmitter to the 
RCA audio outputs of your audio source.  It wirelessly transmits 
the audio to the comfortable stethoset receiver.  If your audio 
source does not have RCA outputs, you can place the included 
microphone near the speaker.  The stethoset features comfort-
able earbuds, a large volume control, and separate tone and 
balance controls.  The stethoset is easily recharged by docking it 
with the transmitter.

WILLIAMS SOUND
IC-1
The IC-1 is a high-quality audio console for dual-language interpreter applications.  It allows 
multiple interpreters to listen directly to an audio program, or to listen to another interpreter 
while speaking into a microphone at the same time.  Multiple IC-1 units can be connected to 

system is required to use the IC-1.

#ANTOUR60
$107995

let you use any standard headphones

CD player, and more

sources with no RCA

range

earbud receiver

and balance controls

#WIWIR238
$15100

#WIIC1
$70995

 
up to four languages

and norm out
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WILLIAMS SOUND
PPAVP

-

variety of headphones and earbuds.

WILLIAMS SOUND
PPA375

system.  It consists of a base station transmitter and four beltpack receivers.  The transmitter accepts 

output is provided for connecting a recorder or monitor.  Each receiver has an ergonomic design and 
-

WILLIAMS SOUND
TGS100 One 2 One Series

 
museums, cruise ships, universities, and more.  The system can support up to six 
wireless listeners, and includes one beltpack transmitter and six beltpack receivers. 
The wireless range of the system is approximately 300’, and each of the beltpacks can 

mic input for connecting the included headband microphone, or other standard mics.  The 

other standard headphones or earbuds.

WILLIAMS SOUND
TGSPRO720

guide system that’s ideal for use in museums, cruise ships, 
universities, and more.  The system includes a beltpack 
transmitter with a headband microphone, 10 beltpack 
receivers, enough AA batteries to power the beltpacks, 
and a carrying case.  The system’s operating range is ap-

-

headphone jacks allow you to use a variety of headphones 
or earphones.

#WIPPAVP
$86700

anywhere two AA batteries

#WIPPA375
$93500

PP A375PRO  
 .................. $1064.00

PP A375-00  
 .............................................. $884.00

-
headphone jacks

hours on two AA batteries

guide system

transmitter and receiversChannel J 
Channel L 

#WITGSP720
$133000

$125400

Channel E 
Channel G 

-
phones included

included

-
phone connectors

two AA batteries
controls
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SENNHEISER
SET 100
The SET 100 is an infra-red assistive-listening wireless system for televisions consisting of the TI 100 mono 
transmitter and an RI 100-A monophonic stethophone receiver. The system transmits and receives on the 

SENNHEISER
SET 810
The Sennheiser SET 810 is an infrared personal 
listening system, available in 2.3 or 2.8MHz frequen-
cies, for use with televisions and hi-fi audio systems. 
The lightweight, adjustable stethoset headphone 
receiver features a compression driver for consistent 
playback level and optimized speech intelligibility, 
and a volume knob.  The base transmitter covers 
a 600 sq.ft. area, with a 40’ transmission range, 
and includes a charging cradle with a spare battery 
compartment.

SENNHEISER
SET 810S
The Sennheiser SET 810S is an infrared television and hi-fi assistive-listening system designed for 
use with hearing aid accessories such as induction neck loops and silhouettes. The lightweight 
bodypack receiver features a compression driver, for consistent playback level and optimized speech 
intelligibility, as well as a large, easy access volume control knob. The base transmitter covers a 600 
sq.ft. area, with a 40’ transmission range, and a charging cradle with a spare battery compartment.

#SESET100
$18350

#SESET810
$22795

#SESET810S
$24795

CALIFONE
P130-IRSYS

-

tamper-proof metal storage case. The system consists of a pair of ceiling-mounted IR receivers (sen-
sors), two passive 3-way array-type speakers, a receiver amplifier, and wireless handheld and headset 

#CAP130IRSYS
$95000

transmitters and dual ceiling mount IR sensors

and tone controls

-
dymium magnet-equipped speakers

speakers

SET250  .......................................................................$227.95

-

latex ear cushions

 
connectors

system for televisions with 

-
phones with volume control

-
chargeable receiver battery

SET820  
 ...........................................................$264.95

charging cradle, spare 
battery compartment

without audio outputs

behind-the-ear hearing aid for receiver and spare battery compartment

SET820S  ........................$264.95
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